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Where is Bled?
Bled is located in north-western Slovenia and is not far north-west of the capital Ljubljana.

How do i get there?
From/To Ljubljana Airport
Bus –
Nothing direct. You must take a bus to Kranj and then another onto Bled or travel to Ljubljana then to Bled.
See http://www.ap-ljubljana.si/eng/ for bus timetables.
Choose Letalisce Brnik for Ljubljana Airport to Kranj and then Kranj to Bled.
Train –

None

Taxi -

You can hire a taxi\shuttlevan from the Airport Terminal.
See the Zup Prevozi website for shuttlevan timetables and fares to Bled and return
http://www.zup-prevozi.eu/ Fares from 13euros one way.

Driving-

35km\40mins. Head to the main highway A2\E61, turn right going north, turn off left at Lesce.
** Please ensure you have a vignette sticker on your car BEFORE entering the highway as they are needed for
tolled highways. They can be purchased at nearly all petrol stations.

all

From/To Ljubljana
Bus –
Buses are frequent and direct from Bled Centre/Ljubljana Centre return.
See http://www.ap-ljubljana.si/eng/ for bus timetables from Ljubljana.
Train -

There are no direct trains to Bled. You must either take a train to Bled-Lesce and then a bus or taxi to Bled
Centre, or take the train from Ljubljana to Jesenice and then take the train which goes to Nova Gorica. This train
stops at Bled Jezero which is on the far side of the lake and not Bled Centre. You will then need to find
transport to Bled Centre (4km).
See http://www.slo-zeleznice.si/en/ for train timetables and fares from Ljubljana to Lesce-Bled
Ljubljana-Jesenice-Bled Jezero

Taxi –

Expensive option as the distance is 62km but you can easily find a taxi in central Ljubljana.

Driving - Bled is 62km from Ljubljana and is easy to find as it just off the main highway north (A2\E61).
Take the exit at Lesce (2nd roundabout 209) and follow the road into Bled.
** Please ensure you have a vignette sticker on your car BEFORE entering the highway as they are needed for
tolled highways. They can be purchased at nearly all petrol stations.

all

From/To Lake Bohinj (Ribcev Laz)
Bus –
Buses are frequent and direct from Bled Centre/Ribcev Laz return.
See http://www.ap-ljubljana.si/eng/ for bus timetables from Bled to Ribcev Laz.
Most buses also continue on to the far side of the lake which is noted as Bohinj Zlatorog.
Train -

There are no direct trains to Bohinj. You can take a train from Bled Jezero to Bohinjska Bistrica and onwards by bus
but it is far easier to just take a bus straight to Ribcev Laz.
See http://www.slo-zeleznice.si/en/ for timetable from Bled Jezero to Bohinjska Bistrica.

Taxi –

Available both ways
We recommend http://www.bled-taxi.si/ for taxi bookings anywhere around Bled.
Please contact SFY if you would like to make a booking or contact them direct and mention SFY.

Driving – Bohinj (Ribcev Laz) is 26km from Bled and is an easy drive on flat terrain.
From/To Nova Gorica
Bus –
Train Taxi –
Driving-

No direct buses
Available from Nova Gorica to Bled Jezero on the far side of the lake.
See http://www.slo-zeleznice.si/en/ for timetable from Nova Gorica to Bled Jezero
No. Too far.
Drive to Most Na Soci, then take the car train to Bohinjska Bistrica and then drive onwards to Bled.
See http://www.slo-zeleznice.si/en/passengers/additional-offers/motorail for details of the car train.

Bled Lake Map

List of Useful Contacts
Information Centre -

Can be found on the lakeside in front of the casino.
Local Tel: 574 11 22

Taxi -

Call Mobile 386-41-710 747

Police -

Emergency 113. Bled Police 575 72 00

Ambulance -

574 32 86

Bled Medical Centre -

575 40 00

for taxi in the Bled area.
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Attractions

1. The Lake
Description:
"Where is the lake?" is the question most ask as soon as they get off the bus. The lake unfolds before them as they
walk down the hill, a place of timeless beauty and elegance. Whatever you do whilst here, make sure you take time
out to unwind and enjoy the magnificance of Lake Bled!
The LowDown:
The Lake was first mentioned in 1004 and we're sure they marvelled at its beauty just as we do today. To get
acquainted, there is nothing better than to stretch your legs with a lazy walk around the lake. The length is 6km and
can be done in a brisk hour or a lot longer for those who will want to linger and take up the numerous photographic
opportunities!
Heading west from Bled Town you pass the famous Hotels Toplice, Trst and Jadran. There is plenty of history here
and these hotels were the first to take advantage of the thermal springs that still supply the hotels today.
Walking past the Straza Hill which has skiing in winter and tobagganing in summer, you go round a corner into Mlino,
a small hamlet that also houses the famous Hotel Vila Bled. This was a famous summer residence for the late
President Tito and these days guests can sit down to a regal dinner at the hotel restaurant. Not cheap, but something
to consider if you want to experience some fine dining.
Continuing on to the far side of the lake, we pass Osojnica hill which offers great views if you wish to take the path to
the summit. The far side at Zaka is where we find the Bled Camping site and the Slovene Rowing Centre. Regular
World and National Championships are held on the lake.
As we head back to town we pass the Grajsko Kopalisce or the swimming area underneath the Castle. It's a very
popular spot in summer. The steepish path also leads up to the castle from here which is partly obscured by trees
and woodland. Approaching town again, we take in Vila Preseren and the multitude of merchants who will tempt you
to take a boat ride to the island in the traditional pletna. Will you succomb to their calls?
Under the shadow of the Hotel Park we end our journey. It's time to find some refreshment or maybe a hearty meal at
a local eating establishment.
Bikes can also be hired from the Information Centre or from private agencies like Helia, Lifetrek, Kompas or
Intergames at Velika Zaka
The usual charge is from:
10euros per day / 7euros per half day / 3.50euros per hour
There is also a tourist train that goes around the lake and stops at 7 locations. Buy tickets on board which are good
for one trip only. The train runs roughly every 45 minutes from late April to when it gets cold in October or November.
It doesn't run on days when the weather is really bad or when the driver doesn't feel like it! When running, it tries to
coincide with arrivals of trains at Bled Jezero station.
Where is it \ How to get there?:
Lake Bled is situated in north-west Slovenia about 50 minutes north-west of the capital Ljubljana.
It is an easy bus or car ride from the capital. Trains also arrive at Bled-Lesce where a short taxi or bus ride is needed
to get to the lake.
For those coming from Nova Gorica\Italy, there are trains which leave from Nova Gorica and arrive at Bled Jezero
station on the western side of the lake. There are no buses to the other side of the lake so take a taxi or even the
tourist train.
Price List:

Operating Hours:

Tourist Train: Adult 3euro, Child 2euro. Usually from late April to November from 0900-2048

2. Pletna Boat Ride
Description:
A highlight of any trip will be a ride on a traditional pletna boat to the church of the Assumption on Slovenia's only
island!
Bled's answer to Venice's gondolas, you will hear the loud voices of merchants calling for customers to fill their
boats.
The Low Down:
The pletnas can be taken from 5 spots around the lake and boats will only leave when full so expect a wait if you are
the first to get on.

The trip itself is then 30 minutes from town (shorter from other locations) with 30 minutes on the island and another
30 back.
Where is it \ How to get there?:
Pletnas can be taken from out front the Vila Preseren, Hotel Toplice, Penzion Mlino, Camping Bled at Zaka and the
rowing centre.
Price List:

Operating Hours:

Pletna Return Trip: 12 euros

Roughly from 0900-1900
(depending on Church opening times)

On the Island:
After disembarking from the gondola, you are free to roam the small island for 30 minutes. Slovenia's only natural
island is home to the Church of the Assumption of Mary dating back to the 1400's.
The church is a favourite for weddings and it is customary for the groom to carry the bride up the 99 steps leading up
to the church.
Kids also love ringing the wishing bell which has been tolling since 1534.
The island also has a small cafe and souvenir\information building.
You can of course, also hire a hire a row boat and spend as much time here as you like! much time here as you like!
Price List:

Operating Hours:

Church Admission: 3 euros

Apr/Oct: 0900-1800
May to Sept: 0900-1900
Nov to Mar: 0900-1600

3. Bled Castle
Description:
Slovenia's oldest castle sits majestically over Lake Bled keeping watch on the waters and surrounding lands below.
No-one comes to Bled without making the trek up the 130 metre summit where the effort is paid back tenfold with
breathtaking views over the lake and the nearby Alps.
The Low Down:
Made up of two parts, the Upper and Lower courtyard, the castle is yet another must-see on your list of must-see
locations in Slovenia!
The Upper Courtyard houses the main residence and the gothic chapel while the lower courtyard houses the
outbuildings complete with defensive walls and gothic tower.
The residence houses a restaurant and the museum which illustrates Bled's history from the Bronze Age to the
present. In summer the Castle takes on a festive atmosphere with the visit of a "Count" and also the competition of
the famous Archery Tournament. Take in one of the many evening concerts that also take place under magical starry
skies.
Weddings and functions are very popular here and patrons can also print their own memorial certificate in the
printing works or bottle some wine with their own personal label in the wine cellar. Also browse around in the herbal
gallery and take time to view the frescoes in the chapel.
SFY Tip:
Making a booking at the restaurant also gains free entry into the castle!
Where is it\How to get there?:
You can't miss the castle when standing at the lake's edge.
From just past the Vila Preseren and behind the swimming area, there are signs pointing the way up to the castle.
Beware, this path is rocky and uneven and can be dangerous in wet and windy conditions. We advise you take your
time heading to the top.
Alternatively, there is a road where you can drive to the top and park your vehicle. See the map at the top of page for
directions.
Price List from May 1, 2011:
Adults:

8 euros

Students:

6 euros

Children 4-14yrs:

3.50 euros

Infants to 4yrs:

Free

2 Adults with Child:

Child is free

Operating Hours:
November-March: 0800-1800
April-October: 0800-2000
Restaurant: 1000-2200.

4. Hire a Rowboat
Description:
Hiring your own rowboat to row around the lake is also a popular choice for visitors. You are able to tie up on the
island and wander about at your leisure or just frolic around the lake itself.
The Low Down:
Rowboats are great fun if you want to do your own thing on the lake. Just don't forget to take into account the size of
the lake or your arms and hands may need a holiday of their own just to recover! For something fun for the kids, there
are 3 swan boats on the far side of the lake for hire. Rowboats are not available for hire on days when the weather is
bad.
Where is it\How to get there?:
Rowboats can be hired from the Lido Swimming Area, the western side of the lake at Velika Zaka, out front of the
Penzion Pletna and out front of the Hotel Toplice.
Price List:
Rowboat from Lido:

15euros p/hour,
8euros extra hr,
15euros deposit

Apr-Oct: Weekends 1000-1800
15/6-15/9: 1000-1800
16/9-30/9: Weekends 1000-1800

Rowboat from Velika Zaka:

10euros p/hour

N/A

Rowboat from Mlino\Toplice:

N/A

N/A

5. Take a Horse Carriage ride
Description:
What could be more fun than taking a horse and carriage ride around the lake by coachmen in traditional costume?
Popular in all seasons, you don't have to be a romantic to hire one, but your partner would probably love it!
The Low Down:
These traditional carriages leave from a point by the Festival Hall. A standard ride usually lasts 30 minutes but you
can also prearrange a carriage for as long as you like and to go wherever you like.
Carriages have taken guests to Vintgar Gorge and up to the Castle! Santa even arrives in a carriage around here! Of
course, they are also booked out for the plethora of weddings that occur in Bled with the carriage taking the lucky
couple to the registry office in style!
Prices are listed for the most common journeys but rides can be pre-arranged to any nearby location.
Prices are based on 2 people.
Where is it \ How to get there?:
The carriages leave from a point by the Festival Hall right on the lake front car park just around from the Hotel Park.
See the map for details.
Price List:
Around the Lake

40euros

Up to Bled Castle

40euros

Around the Lake plus Recica

50euros

Up to Bled Castle/30mins wait/Return

50euros

Vila Bled/30mins wait/Return

50euros

Gorje/Podhom/Zasip

70euros

Vintgar Gorge/1hr wait/Return

90euros

Golf Course/Bled Camping/1hr wait/Return

90euros

Radovljica/1hr wait/Return

120euros

6. Vintgar Gorge
Description:
Not far from Bled and nestled at the bottom of a ravine where the mighty Radovna River flows, we find the
picturesque tiny village of Vintgar whose claim to fame is the magical Vintgar Gorge.
It is definitely a must-see tourist attraction if you are visiting Bled and is easily reached by car, bike or on foot.
The Low Down:
Vintgar is a narrow gorge carved out over time by the Radovna river which weaves and cascades through the gorge at
great speed, only slowing briefly in places to catch it's breath. Many men perished or were injured in the process of
building the narrow walkways that cling to the sides of the gorge back in the 1800's.
Today the experience is exhilarating and thousands traverse the trail that leads 1600m to the Šum Waterfall. Enjoy the
sounds of the crashing waters as a torrent of emerald green rushes beneath your feet. Stopping also to admire the
surrounding nature and wildlife, your camera will have many opportunities to catch that magical shot.
You can buy a ticket at the booth upon reaching the Gorge and as mentioned above, the trail is around 1600m long. At
the end of the trail there are toilets and a refreshment stand so you can take break before heading back along the
same route. It is possible for serious hikers to continue on along the marked paths.
The walkways are quite narrow and high in places so watch your footing whilst walking. Shoes with good traction are
a good idea and it's probably not the best idea to visit when it's raining as the path will be slippery.
You may want to plan your visit to avoid the crowds because squeezing past oncoming traffic may becoming a little
tiring after a while.

Where is it \ How to get there?:
By car: Travel north on the road leading out of Bled. The roads are marked. You can't miss it as there are several
signs pointing the way.
Walk\Bike: There are also signs if you want to walk or ride the path from Bled. The distance is a leisurely 4 kilometres.
Bus: Buses also head along the main road, but they are not as frequent as tourists might like and you still need to
walk a kilometre or so from the road.
At the Gorge: There is a car park available that is large enough to take cars and the big tourist buses.
Price List:

Operating Hours:

Adults:

4 euros

Children 6-16yrs:

2 euros

Infants to 6yrs:

80 cents

May-October 0800-1900

7. Tobogganing on the Straza in Summer!
Description:
Fun for the young and young at heart, the tobaggan or "Funbob" on the Straza is another great activity for you to try
whilst in Bled!
The Low Down:
Open from April to October every year, the toboggan course is 520m long and reaches maximum speeds of 40km\h.
The ride twists and turns its way to the bottom and is great fun for older kids and adults!
Where is it\How to get there?:
The toboggan is found on the Straza hill which is immediately left of the main town of Bled. Their is an access road
that runs behind the main town round the back of the Hotel Golf and Penzion Mayer (Pod Strazo) which leads to either
the top of the Straza or the base.
Ticket:

5-14years:

Over 14 years:

Gondola Only

2euros

4euros

Gondola+1 ride

4euros

7euros

Gondola+2 rides

6euros

10euros

Gondola+3 rides

8euros

13euros

Gondola+Adventure Park

15euros

22euros

Gondola+Adventure Park+1 ride

16euros

23euros

Opening Hours:
24/4-30/4

Every Day

1100-1700

1/5-24/6

Weekends/Holidays

1100-1800

25/6-31/8

Every Day

1100-2000

1/9-30/9

Weekends

1100-1800

1/10-31/10

Weekends/Holidays

1100-1700

8. Swimming at the Public Lido in Summer!
Description:
What better way to cool down on warm summers day but with a dip in Lake Bled? The Public swimming area is
always a hit with young and old alike!
Have a refreshing swim or relax in a deckchair on the grassy foreshore, the choice is yours!
The Low Down:
The 300m enclosed stretch of land along the lake welcomes swimmers from June to late September and has many
activities to keep the kiddies busy while the parents relax by reading a favorite book, taking a snooze or just enjoying
the sun!
The playground area features waterslides, swimming pools, climbing walls, trampolines, chess board, table tennis
tables and a sandbox for the little ones. The change rooms have full change facilities including lockers and you can
also hire beach umbrellas.
There is also a boat shed for those who want to hire a rowboat and of course you can buy refreshments from the
kiosk.
Out on the water there are waterslides, diving platforms and inflatables to climb aboard and jump off.
Please be aware that the water is deep here and you will not be able to stand up when jumping in. Little ones
obviously will need an inflatable safety device on them.
You can also swim on the far western side of the lake in the allocated swimming areas. You will find shallower water
here and it is free of charge.
Please note the Lido is closed on rainy days
Hire: Deckchair-3euros, Safe Deposit-3euros, Lost key-5euros, Cubicle-6.50euros, Locker-1.50euros.
Where is it\How to get there?:
The public swimming lido is located on the northern side of the lake right under the castle and next to the Vila
Preseren.
Other public swimming areas can be found on the western side of the lake near the camping ground in the Zaka area.
Price List:
Daily Fees:

Adults:

Students:

Child Under 15:

Whole Day

7euros

5euros

3.50euros

Afternoon

5.50euros

4.50euros

3.50euros

Evening after 1700

3.50euros

3euros

2euros

Opening Hours:
April-October

Closed

15/6-4/7

0900-1900

5/7-5/8

0900-2000

6/8-15/9

0900-1900

16/9-30/9

Closed

9. Cave below Babji Zob
Description:
Lurking under the formidable and intimidating tooth shaped pillar of Babji Zob, the cave under Babji Zob is yet
another fascinating attraction to see whilst in Bled!
The Low Down:
At 300m long, the cave under Babji Zob (or Hag's Tooth) is quite impressive due to its famous spiralling stalactities.
Some grow in peculiar shapes and in directions that seem to defy gravity!
Available only with a guide and only at certain times, it is not the easiest of caves to access but well worth the effort!
There is an hour's hike to the entrance, another hour spent exploring the cave, then a further hour descending back
down the hill towards the entrance.
The cave is usually only open for tours during the summer months between May and August on Sundays at 1000
unless you have made a special group booking.
Where is it \ How to get there?:
The meeting point for the Cave Tour is out the front of the Gostilna Rot which is in the beautiful little town of
Bohinjska Bela. The town is approx. 6km west of Bled on the road to Lake Bohinj.
The cost is 15euros per person.

10. Ice Skating in Winter
Description:
When the lake has frozen over in winter and the sun is shining through, it is difficult to imagine a more magnificent
sight than to see adults and children gliding over the ice here at Lake Bled! Come and experience it for yourself!
The Low Down:
The number of days that the lake is frozen is obviously dependant on the weather and some years will see lots of
activity on the lake, while others will see hardly any! Even when partly frozen, the locals know where it is safe to skate
and where its not! Ask if in any doubt!
For those skaters who can't hang around for the weather to turn, breathe easy as there is also an ice skating rink on
the lake front. Open from August to April every year, the arena at the Sporthall (Sportna Dvorana) holds world
championships in skating and ice hockey as well as tempting locals and visitors. Skates can be hired at the hall
althouth check with the information centre or the hall as it is only open at certain times of the day and on certain days.
Where is it\How to get there?:
The Sportna Dvorana is on the lakefront around from the Park Hotel in the town of Bled.
Price List:
Daily Fees:

Adults:

Students:

Child Under 15:

Whole Day

7euros

5euros

3.50euros

Afternoon

5.50euros

4.50euros

3.50euros

Evening after 1700

3.50euros

3euros

2euros

Opening Hours:
27 Dec 2010-2 Jan 2011

Every Day

0930-1100, 1630-1800

3 Jan 2011-19 Feb 2011

Saturday
Sunday

1630-1800
0930-1100, 1630-1800

20 Feb 2011-27 Feb 2011

Every Day

0930-1100, 1630-1800

28 Feb 2011-13 Mar 2011

Saturday
Sunday

1630-1800
0930-1100, 1630-1800

11. Eat a famous Kremsnita
Description:
Bled may be a favourite holiday destination for its outstanding beauty, but there is a culinary delight that is almost as
famous here and must be tried before your departure!
We're talking about the Kremsnita, a cream cake that dares you to stop at one! There were wild scenes in Bled in 2009
as the 10th million Kremsnita was made, sold and eaten!
The Low Down:
An explosion of cream, vanilla and a hint of rum, the Kremsnita was said to be have been invented by a Hungarian
chef at the Park Hotel back in the 1950's.
With a recipe that has stayed the same since that day, it is another reason that people flock back to Bled time and
time again.
Don't try to cut right through one, they are manufactured to be quite uncooperative and you may end up with a mess!
Instead, eat the top layer and work your way down!
You can of course, buy the Kremsnita at other places, but the original is still being chunred out to hungry guests at
the Hotel Park.
Where do i get it?
The Park Hotel on the lakefront is where the original Kremsnita can be found!
They also make a wicked one at the Vila Preseren and at almost all the other hotels in Bled!

12. Skiing on the Straza in Winter!
Description:
The Straza hill next to Bled comes alive in winter as a great little place to enjoy some skiing.
The hill is floodlit at night so come on down night or day for some fun in the powder!
The Low Down:
See our ski page for details on the small resort here at Bled Straza.
Where is it\How to get there?:
The straza is right next to the main town of Bled. The road leading to base and summit of the Straza (Pod Strazo) is
found behind the town near the Golf Hotel and Penzion Mayer.
Price List:
Adults

14euros

Children

7euros

Seniors

11euros

Students

11euros

13. Golfing at Bled Golf Club
Description:
Only 4 kms east from the centre of Bled, golfing at the Bled Golf Club is a fantastic experience! Take in the stunning
views of the Alps while playing the beautifully designed course.
If you don't play, this will make you want to take up the game! The club runs special offers throughout the year and
welcomes everyone to spend a relaxing day on the fairways!
The Low Down:
Opened in 1937 and redesigned into a serious course for tournaments, this is Slovenia's oldest course and is located
in a magnificant setting of towering mountains, rolling countryside and flowerbeds bursting with colour.
The club is made up of the Kings 18 hole course and also a challenging 9 hole course complete with water hazards.
Why not play both? There is also a putting green, floodlit driving range, chipping green and golf school on site.

Tournaments are held throughout the year so please check their website to see when the course is available.
Accommodation and Dining is also available with the club offering 2 suites and 7 double rooms plus an acclaimed
restaurant, meaning you never have to leave the club if desired!
Reservations are requested at least 3 days prior to playing and the club will allocate you a start time closest to the
time requested.
Where is it\How to get there?:
Located 4km east of the main town, the course is found at 10C Kidriceva St and is just off the main road as you come
into Bled from Lesce.
Price List:

Operating Hours:

18 holes:

59 euros weekdays/
69 euros weekends/holidays

9 holes:

30 euros

Earlybird till 9am:

38 euros

Sun setter:

38 euros

Open March - October except for tournament days and days when
affected by bad weather.

14. Casino Bled
Description:
If you have a few euros to spare, you may want to consider Casino Bled as another place to while the night away.
The Low Down:
The casino is open into the wee hours of the morning and offers the usual array of games including 6 roulette tables,
4 blackjack tables, 1 draw poker table, 1 punto banco and 3 texas hold'em tables. There are also numerous electronic
gaming machines and bingo if the tables aren't your thing. There is also a restaurant for patrons.
Where is it?:
The casino is found in the main centre of Bled town, out front of the Hotel Park on the lakefront.
Operating Hours:
Mon-Fri 1900-0400, Sat-Sun 1700-0400

15. Relaxing In a Thermal Pool
Description:
Around the turn of the 20th century, Arnold Rikli opened baths at Lake Bled to tap into the rich thermal springs that
lay below. They were later closed as locals feared being overrun by tourists but thankfully they have been unearthed
again and now several hotels along the lakeside pipe the thermal water straight into their pools!
The Low Down:
Guests at the Toplice, Park and the Golf Hotel can take advantage of the thermal pools which are an excellent way of
relaxing after a hard days sightseeing!
The pool at the Toplice is set at a temperature of 22C and guests can also drink the water from a special tap.
The Ziva Wellness Centre is a new concept at the Golf Hotel and comprises thermal pools, sauna and a centre for
beauty, mind and spirit! The thermal pools are set to 28C and the area also includes a children's pool, an outdoor pool
and 2 whirlpools for relaxation. The centre is designed so that guests can move easily between the different areas and
also includes "relaxation chill out" areas!
The Park Hotel combines an indoor pool with poolside bar, sauna and fitness centre.
Where is it?:
The Toplice, Hotel and Park are all located in the main town centre of Bled.

HIGHLY RECOMMENDED RESTAURANTS IN BLED:
Pri Planincu
Chilli
HIGHLY RECOMMENDED BARS IN BLED:
Pri Planincu
Chilli
ACCOMMODATION IN BLED:
Hisa Sonca - Self Contained Apartment, not far from Bled. Great nature and private setting.
Tel: 457 25 886
Dolinar Tourist Farm - Modern Rooms on a real farm, great for families or nature lovers.
Tel: 457 20 086
Penzion Mayer - A Great Penzion in the heart of Bled, this is a fantastic place to stay.
Tel: 457 65 740
TAXI:
Bled-Taxi: Let Ales and Mirja take you anywhere you want to go around Bled and beyond!
Tel: 41-710-747 Email: bled.taxi@gmail.com
ADVENTURE SPORTS\HIKING:
3Glav Adventures - Let Domen and his crew give you some adrenaline and action while you
are in Bled! Tel: 41 683 184 Email: domen@3Glav-adventures.com
Last Updated: 29/2/2012
www.sloveniaforyou.com
info@sloveniaforyou.com
Contact us for any queries!

